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Abstract : Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) is one of the fastest growing dysfunctions of human retina.
Significant research has been conducted using RGB fundus imaging for automatic detection of retinal
lesions affected by DR. However, due to only three imaging bands, the accuracy from RGB fundus
images is unlikely to improve any further. In contrast to RGB imaging, multispectral imaging has the
key advantage of multiple narrow wavelength bands that can be used as spectral features to improve
the detection accuracy. Nevertheless, the inter and intra-retinal variation of color, contrast, and
illumination is a challenge to process the multispectral images. In this study, a complete framework is
proposed to develop and evaluate methods for automatic detection of DR lesions. A multispectral
retinal image database, DIARETSPECDB1, is investigated in order to detect the most common DRs
such as Microaneurysms (MA), Hard Exudates (HE) and Hemorrhages (HEM). The reflectance
values of the spectral bands are used as features of a three-layer basic neural network (NN) to
determine the baseline performance of multispectral data instead of any advanced model. According
to the results, the model outperforms existing technique producing overall accuracy 94.5%, and the
obtained specificity/sensitivity is 0.95/0.89, 0.97/0.89, and 0.88/0.84 for MAs, HEs and HEMs,
respectively.
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Introduction
Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) refers to all the problems introduced by diabetes mellitus in human retina.
It is a progressive disease that is often responsible for loss of vision. Diabetes mellitus results in high
blood sugar which gradually makes the vascular system fragile (Gardner et al., 1996). The unexpected
or abnormal lesions on retinal surface thus appear due to abnormal permeability, leaking fluids
(protein, lipid), and bleeding vessels (Mookiah et al., 2013). Fig.1 demonstrates some common DR
such as Microaneurysms (MA) that are small red dots of blood, Hemorrhages (HEM) that are blood
depositions over a relatively large area, and Hard Exudates (HE) that are
ﬂuids of protein, lipid etc.
of yellowish/ yellowish-white color. These abnormal lesions are significant to be detected at an early
stage to prevent the vision loss.
Conventionally, the ophthalmologists investigate the retina through ophthalmoscopes and try
to visualize if there exists any of such DR lesions. Obviously, the color of the lesions is a decisive
factor in this case. This diagnosis needs time and precise skills and experience of medical experts.
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However, the number of expert ophthalmologists, especially in developing countries is insufficient as
the number of population get affected by DR rapidly increases (Mookiah et al., 2013). To this end,
computer-aided diagnosis through imaging system is considered an effective non-invasive solution to
this problem (Styles et al., 2006). Most of the literatures dealing with automatic detection and
classification of DRs are relevant to conventional 3-channel RGB color imaging (Acharya et al., 2009).

Figure 1. Some common diabetic retinopathies: HEM, MAs, and HEs (Source: Muhammad, Fraz&
Barman, 2016).
The RGB images need substantial processing to use shape, color and morphological features to
detect the DR lesions. Image segmentation, edge detection, shape and texture analysis are the
common operations (Vallabha et al., 2004). For texture analysis, several ﬁlters from Gabor ﬁlter bank
were used after transferring the image in Fourier domain. In (Sánchez et al., 2004) the authors
detected HEs in fundus RGB images using the color and sharpedges of the affected lesions. They
subsequently detected the optic disc, yellowish objects, and objects with sharp edges and finally
combined with previous findings to detect the affected area. After processing the RGB image with a
normalization function and contrast enhancements, the MAs were also detected.
In addition to histogram equalization in (Nayak et al., 2008) the authors applied morphological
filters to detect the HEs. The filter set consists of diamond and disc elements. A machine learning
technique was applied to detect HEs, Cotton-wool spots and Drusen in (Niemeijer et al., 2007).
Although Drusen is not a DR lesion, they classified Drusen separately as to avoid confusion with
HEs. HEMs and HEs were detected by (Gardner, Keating, Williamson, & Elliott, 1996) concluding
that different kinds of processing should be applied for each type of retinal lesions to achieve a
desirable accuracy. However, in most of the studies either bright lesions such as HEs (Sánchez et al.,
2004) or red lesions such as MAs and/or HEMs (García et al., 2010) are detected. Very few studies
have addressed both bright and red lesions together (Ravishankar, Jain, & Mittal, 2009). The main
reason is the limited color information of RGB images and the image processing techniques that is
non-trivial to generalize for all the DR lesions.
However, due to the limited color information of RGB imaging the detection accuracy cannot
be optimal, and thus multispectral imaging is proposed as an alternative technology (Kauppi et. al.,
2013; Kauppi, 2010). The inherent limitation of RGB imaging is addressed by a series of narrow and
contiguous band that captures more details in each pixel of the scene. Fig. 2 illustrates that in
multispectral imaging usually the range of visible wavelength (400-700 nm) is divided into a series of
multiple narrow bands and captured the scene for each band, whereas RGB imaging records only
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Figure 2. (a) Multispectral information of a pixel (b) RGB information of the same pixel (Source: Liu
& Zerubia, 2015)
three aggregated values representing Red, Green and Blue color channels. Note that biological lesion
absorbs light based on the composition of the lesion and reﬂects accordingly. So the reﬂectance
varies in some wavelength bands as the lesion type changes. In Fig. 3, three spectra of three different
lesions of the retina are presented. Notice that MAs and HEMs exhibit similarities in color in the
RGB image, but, the reflectance spectra are different.

Figure 3. Reflectance spectra of the pixels of DR lesions: (a) the corresponding RGB image (b) the
spectra of the marked regions before pre-processing, (c) the spectra after pre-processing
Considering the rich information, and non-invasive characteristics, multispectral technique has
been applied in different areas of medical science (Yu et al., 2008; Lu, & Fei, 2014; Koronyo-Hamaoui
et al., 2011; Soliz, Truitt, & Nemeth, 2001), however, very few have experimented with retinal
imaging to detect and classify DR lesions (Styles et al., 2006; Rahaman et al., 2013). The very initial
attempt (Soliz et al., 2001) reported that multispectral bands clearly represent the patterns of a
particular retinal tissue. The scope of applying multispectral imaging in retina was extensively
described in the report (Styles et al., 2006), who attempted to detect HEMs. In (Rahaman et al., 2013)
the authors used multispectral images to detect and classify six types of DR lesions. A stochastic
approach was applied addressing the fact of overlapping reflectance spectrum of different class of
DR lesions.
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Here, we present a technique to detect various DRs within the same framework using the
multispectral reflectance spectra. The proposed approach eliminates the laborious feature engineering
and/or image processing tasks, and yields high classification accuracy. Through this study we also
explore the effectiveness of color reflectance spectrum as the single feature type to detect the DR
lesions. We show that without applying the core image processing techniques, the method can be
generalized for different classes of DRs. We chose to apply a basic Neural Network (NN) instead of
advanced learning model to investigate the robustness or baseline performance of machine learning
techniques using reflectance spectra as the input features. MAs, HEMs, and HEs are the abnormal
lesions of the retina that are addressed with equal importance, and following the same framework.
Materials and Methods

Image Database: The studied retinal multispectral image database named DIARETSPECDB1 was
created by a joint collaboration project between University of Eastern Finland and Kuopio University
Hospital (Fält et al., 2009). The database contains 71 multispectral and respective RGB images of
human retina of both diabetic and non-diabetic patients. Among them 55 images contain retinal
lesions that were affected by diabetes. The original spatial resolution of each image was 1024 x 1024
pixels. The number of spectral bands was 30 starting wavelength at 400 nm and ending at 700 nm
with a bandwidth of 10 nm. Three expert ophthalmologists from Kuopio University Hospital
annotated the areas of DR lesions on the images (Rahaman et al., 2013). The annotated images were
considered as ground truths for training and testing phase of this study. The full details of the dataset
including the description of multispectral camera are available at (Fält et al., 2009).
There exists some noise or dead pixels around the spatial borders of the images; therefore,
an equal area was discarded from each side of the images. As an illustration Fig. 4 shows one random
image of the database after discarding the original borders. The final spatial resolution was 801 x 801
pixels of each image. Also note that due to substantial amount of noises and very low contrast the
first 06 spectral bands (400 nm - 460 nm) and last 03 bands (680 nm -700 nm) were ignored. As a
result, in total 21 spectral bands (470 nm - 670 nm) are considered in this study.

Figure 4. Cropping spatial boundary area: (a) Original image; (b) after cropping.
Image Pre-processing: Image pre-processing was applied globally in order to reduce the intra and interretinal color differences, to make both local and global contrast uniform, and to correct uneven
illuminations. At first, a median filter was applied with a kernel size of 3 x 3 pixels to remove salt and
pepper nose if exists. Due to this filtering, the images became smoothed as well (see Fig. 5). Each
image was divided into small sub-images/patches of size of 267 x 267 pixels. To make intensity range
equal for all images, intensity adjustment was applied on every image. This intensity adjustment
makes intensity range of all images between 0 to 255. One percent (1%) of pixels of each image was
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made saturated at both low and high intensities of input image to increase the contrast of the output
image.

Figure 5. Result of median filtering: (a) before applying; (b) after applying.
After some trials, an ideal sub-image was selected containing samples of all DRs of interest. All
other sub-images were further processed with reference to the selected ideal sub-image. Histogram
and
is
specification was accomplished to make all the sub-images almost equal in contrast. Let
the histogram of a random sub-image and the reference image, respectively; and
and
represents their cumulative histogram. The equations for
and
are as follows;
(1)
(2)
A lookup table was constructed for mapping the intensity of an input image. For every intensity
index and
of an input image, the best match with the reference image was found using respective
the index of
. The mapping was accomplished using the following equation:
such that

is minimum(3)

Through the pre-processing operations, both local and global color and contrast variations were
minimized. For contrast enhancement, the lesions become more visible that helps more accurate
detection. To demonstrate the effect, two patches from two different retinal images are presented in
Fig.6.They exhibit a clear difference in contrast in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), but after pre-processing, this
difference was minimized as shown in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d). Fig. 3(c) shows the effect of image preprocessing on the reflectance spectra of the pixels originated from the DR lesions.

Figure 6. Example images: (a, b) before pre-processing; (c, d) after pre-processing; (a) and (b) are
sub-images of two different images. They show quite different contrast, but after pre-processing
contrast difference is minimized.
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Training and Testing Image Data : Half of the number of available images containing a particular

retinopathy lesion was randomly chosen for training and the rest half for testing the method. Among
the 43 HEMs images,we selected 21 images for training and 22 images for testing; among the 11 HEs
images, 06 images were selected for training and 05 images for testing; 44 images contain MAs among
which 22 images were selected for training and 22 images for testing. From each of the training
image, 50% pixels were randomly chosen for a particular retinopathy class. For the healthy
background, pixels were randomly collected from a variety of images. Later the pixels were merged
and formed the training data set, while all others were reserved for the test set. A fraction of the
training data set was reserved to be used for validation. Through the validation procedure, the
training performance was evaluated after a regular interval, and data over-fitting or under-fitting was
examined and resolved. The reason was that the number of pixels in the target lesion class was
extremely imbalanced. There are 55 images containing DR lesions, and every image is of size 801 x
801 pixels, so 55*801*801= 3,52,88,055 pixels were available. Among these pixels, almost 97.26%
were healthy background pixels, 2.10% of pixels were of HEMs, 0.55% pixels were of HEs, and
0.09% pixels were of MAs. Thus to avoid the biasing problem during model training, random oversampling was performed for every class except the healthy background class.

Neural Network Architecture : In this experiment, we applied a basic artificial Neural Network

(NN) model as a classifier to detect the DRs. It should be noted that as one of the objectives of this
report was to study the strength of spectral reflectance color as a discriminating feature, we applied a
general three-layer NN model, rather than an advanced model to detect retinopathy lesions. In the
NN model, a learning method and an error measurement function were embedded for training. After
training, a network was built to test the data. A scaled conjugated gradient function was used as a training
method and cross-entropy was used for error calculation. In this approach, the best parts of the modeltrust region known from the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (see Appendix I), were combined with a
conjugated gradient function (Møller, 1993). Table 1 contains the basic parameters of the model.
Table 1. Specifications of Neural Network Parameters
Parameter
Layer
Number of hidden neurons
Network type
Training function
Performance
Transfer function

Description
3
100
Feed forward back propagation
Conjugated scaled gradient
Cross entropy
Sigmoid

As input, the reflectance values from 21 bands are fed for each pixel with the class label defining the
corresponding DR lesion. The model can be divided into three parts:

1. Input: Pixel wise spectral reflectance. So there were total 21 nodes in the input layer.
When a pixel of a class is trained or tested, these 21 nodes receive input of 21 respective
imaging bands.
2. Hidden layer: In the hidden layer of this architecture sigmoid activation function is used.
Total number of nodes in this layer was 100. The hidden layer makes a binary decision
on the output depending on the value of the activation function. The formula for sigmoid
function is given on Eq. 4.
(4)
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3. Output layer: The output layer has 04 nodes for each of the classes: background, HEM,
HE and MA lesions. The logistic function softmax is used in the nodes of this layer.
Softmax is basically a probabilistic function that calculates the probability of a lesion to
be one of the four predefined classes using Eq. 5. The calculated probability is in the
range 0 to 1 and total sum of the probability is 1.
(5)

Experiments: A complete pipeline of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 7. We consider any

retinal image has four classes of lesions: healthy background, HEM, HE and MA. The NN model
was first trained by feeding the labeled training dataset. To avoid over- or under-fitting a performance
curve was monitored. At a regular interval, the validation data was used to evaluate the training
performance. After few trials during the training a curve was generated that show consistent
performance as presented in Fig. 8. Training was accomplished by completing a total of 1000 epochs.
Initially, the training performance was not satisfactory, but it improved as the epochs increased. After
approximately 700 epochs, the performance became stable, but we continued 1000 epochs to ensure
high level of confidence. The training accuracy was represented by the Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC) curve (Fig. 9.) that was generated by plotting the true positive rate against the
false positive rate for each class.
After the training, the test data were fed to the trained module in order to classify the unknown
pixels. The results of the NN model were then compared against the ground truths in order to
calculate different performance metrics as described in the following subsection. As an example, Fig.
10 illustrates three sub-images in RGB format with the ground truths and the corresponding image
with predicted lesions: MAs are marked by Blue color, HEs are marked by Green color and HEMs
are marked by Red Colors. To compare the performance of the multispectral images with the
conventional RGB images the same procedure was followed for corresponding RGB images as
separated in training and test image data set.

Figure 7. The proposed framework to detect DR from multispectral images
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Figure 8. Neural network training performance curve.

Figure 9. Training and testing ROC curves.

Figure 10. Sample patches of a retinal multispectral image with ground truth and test result: (from left
to right) a patch of retina of traditional RGB image, ground truth, and the predicted result after
testing. In ground truth and predicted image color Red is assigned to HEM, Green is assigned to HEs
and Blue is for MAs for clarity.
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Performance/ Accuracy Calculation: Precision and Recall are most familiar and frequently used

performance metrics used by computer vision research community (Kauppi et al., 2013). In medical
research, the ROC-based analysis is a perfect method for medical decision making (Kauppi et al.,
2013). For image-based (patient-wise) evaluation, the accuracy terms Sensitivity (or Recalls) and
Specificity are calculated from the ROC curve in the range [0%, 100%] or [0, 1]. The ROC curve
originates from a binary classifier where four possible cases can be occurred that are summarized in
the confusion matrix (Table 2).
Table 2. Confusion matrix of a binary classifier

Actual Class

Predicted Class
True Positive, TP
False Positive, FP
Predicted Positive, P

False Negative, FN
True Negative, TN
Predicted Negative, N

Actual Positives, P
Actual Negatives, N
Total Sample, S = P+N

In this study, the main results were evaluated and reported in the metrics terms: Precision and
Recall. In addition, for a perfect comparison with existing literature (Rahaman et al., 2013), the results
were also calculated in terms of Sensitivity (or Recalls) and Specificity. Following are short
descriptions of the basic terms relevant to a binary classifier:

1)
2)
3)
4)

True Positive (TP): If actual class and predicted class are both positive.
True Negative (TN): If actual class and predicted class are both negative.
False Positive (FP): If actual class is negative but predicted class is positive.
False Negative (FN): If actual class is positive but predicted class is negative.

Recall/Sensitivity/True positive rate: It is the ratio of the number of correctly predicted positive cases and
the number of real positive cases in the data, i.e.,
(6)
Precision: It is the ratio of the number of correctly predicted positive pixels and the number of total
predicted positive pixels, i.e.
(7)
Clearly, high Recall indicates low false negative (FN) prediction where high Precision indicates low
false positive prediction.
Specificity /True Negative Rate: It is the ratio of the number of correctly predicted negative cases and the
number of actual negative cases, i.e.
(8)
Overall Accuracy (in %):
(9)
Results
The detection accuracy of diabetic retinopathies of both multispectral and RGB images is presented
in Table 3. Evidently, detection in multispectral images was more accurate than the conventional
RGB images. For the multispectral image dataset, in cases of MAs, HEs, and HEMs, respectively; the
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Precision (0.86, 0.93, 0.83) and Recall (0.89, 0.89, 0.84) are much higher than RGB images. The average
Precision and Recall is 0.87 and 0.87 for multispectral images; whereas the quantities are only 0.54 and
0.50 for the RGB images. The ROC curve for the test dataset is shown previously in Fig. 9. This
curve demonstrates that all three types of abnormal lesions were classified with almost equal
performance. From Fig. 9, it is also clear that every line is significantly above the diagonal line and
close to the upper-left corner meaning that their accuracy is highly consistent and reliable (Fawcett,
2006) (Kauppi et al., 2013).
Table 3. Accuracy comparison between RGB color images and multispectral images
DR Lesions
Microaneurysms(MA)
Hard Exudates(HE)
Haemorrhages(HEM)

RGB Image
Precision
Recall
0.52
0.46
0.57
0.59
0.53
0.45

Multispectral Image
Precision
Recall
0.86
0.89
0.93
0.89
0.83
0.84

Table 4, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the Sensitivity (/ Recalls) and Specificity of the proposed method and
the method proposed by (Rahaman et al., 2013). The bars in both graphs noticeably show the higher
accuracies achieved in this study. The average Precision and Recall is 0.69 and 0.69 in case of the
method reported in (Rahaman et al., 2013). The overall accuracy is 94.5% resulted in this study
whereas the overall accuracy is 65.3% at the best cutoff point in (Rahaman et al., 2013). It should be
noted the same multispectral dataset was used to develop and evaluate the methods proposed by
(Rahaman et al., 2013). Therefore, the comparison of the results is uniform and establishes the
supremacy of the method proposed in this paper.
Table 4. Accuracy comparison between proposed method and (Rahaman et al., 2013)
Proposed Method
DR Lesions
Microaneurysms(MA)
Hard Exudates(HE)
Hemorrhages(HEM)

Sensitivity
Specificity
(/Recall)
0.89
0.95
0.89
0.96
0.84
0.88
Overall Accuracy: 94.5%

(Rahaman et al., 2013)
Sensitivity
Specificity
(/Recall)
0.78
0.78
0.70
0.70
0.58
0.58
Overall Accuracy: 65.3%

Figure 11. Performance evaluation of the proposed method based on sensitivity/recall
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Figure 12. Performance evaluation of the proposed method based on specificity
Discussion
If not diagnosed in time, DR may cause permanent loss of vision. There is a plurality of works for
automatic analysis of DR from conventional RGB fundus photographs. However, due to inherent
limitation of color information, the RGB imaging does not offer the optimal performance. In
multispectral imaging technique, the fundus is photographed in a series of narrow and contiguous
reflectance bands removing the limitation. But conventional computer vision techniques developed
for RGB imaging are challenging to apply in case of multispectral image. In this context, the artificial
NN as the state of the art machine learning technique should be effective in utilizing redundant
amount of spectral color information of multispectral images. But to the best of the authors’
knowledge, literatures that use a basic 3 layer NN as a baseline method to evaluate the performance
of DR detection technique from multispectral images is not available. Therefore, before applying an
advanced NN model (e.g. Convolutional NN (CNN)) a basic 3 layer NN model was applied in this
study to explore the robustness of the multispectral imaging in order to automatically detect and
classify the DR lesions. Tuning the parameters of an advanced NN model should increase the
accuracy; however, in that case, the effectiveness of multispectral data would be merged with the
power of the learning model. Moreover, in case DIARETSPECDB1 image database any deep
learning technique is not effective due to the requirements of a large amount of training data for each
class. It would be interesting to conduct such experiment and should be reported in a new study. In
this study, use of the multispectral reflectance information shows high accuracy when used with a
machine learning technique.
In Fig. 9, the ROC curves demonstrate that all three types of DR lesions were classified with
almost similar accuracy. HEMs and MAs have similar color characteristics. Moreover, the spectral
colors of healthy tissues like vessels and retinal background sometimes also match with them. But,
HEs are quite dissimilar in color compared to the reddish tissues. As a result, the pixels of HEs do
not get confused with HEMs, MAs, Vessels and the healthy background. Therefore, the precision is
highest in case of detection of HEs. When a DR lesion overlaps with another DR lesion, it creates
confusion for the classifier and the classifier makes random decision sometimes. Some preliminary
image pre-processing tasks were applied on the images to remove or minimize noises, uneven
illuminations and intra and inter retinal spectral color variations. The removal of optic discs and
blood vessels as a pre-processing task should increase the detection accuracy. Moreover, an image
dataset containing almost equal amounts of instances of each class of DR lesions would make the
learning and prediction more efficient.
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It should be noted that as a recent imaging technology there are still some constraints such as
the expenses, expertise, special medical setup etc. to apply commercial multispectral camera for
retinal fundus imaging. In addition, availability of the human subjects with a particular retinopathy is
also essential and time dependent. The most recent work (He, Y. et al, 2020) has experimented with 50
multispectral images among which 40 are of healthy and only 10 are of unhealthy subjects. Nourrit et
al. (2010) reported collection of total 28 multispectral images including healthy and unhealthy
subjects. In (Calcagni, A. et al, 2011) a non-invasive tool was developed based on multispectral images
of 16 healthy subjects and one subject with retinal disorders. Hence, even though multispectral retinal
imaging is highly prospective, automatic analysis of DR has not been widely explored yet due to
difficulties in collecting images of a high number of subjects. The results of the method proposed in
this paper are based on maximum available 71 multispectral images among which 55 are of unhealthy
subjects, and the results are compared with results reported in (Rahaman et al., 2013) that used the
same dataset.
Conclusion
A complete framework to detect DR from multispectral image is demonstrated. A basic NN machine
learning technique is used to detect various retinal lesions affected by diabetes mellitus. The
reflectance spectrum of each labeled pixel of training dataset is used as the only input feature for
learning and prediction. The use of multispectral information enables even a simple NN to detect the
retinal disorders more accurately than the conventional RGB images. The proposed approach is
straightforward and does not need any laborious feature engineering and/or image processing tasks
that vary with the lesion types. The global image pre-processing tasks applied in this study are to
remove or minimize the effect of noise, uneven illumination and inter/intra retinal color variations.
The results clearly outperform existing stochastic technique based on Kullback-Leibler information
divergence. In future, advanced machine learning technique can be deployed within the proposed
framework to improve the detection accuracy of HEM, HE and MA as well as other DRs including
normal retinal structures such as optic disc, blood vessel and fovea.
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